Naknek-Kvichak Commercial Salmon District, Sections, and Statistical Areas

Naknek-Kvichak District Drift Gillnet
- 324-00, Naknek-Kvichak District Drift
- 324-25, Naknek River SHA (NRSHA) drift gear

Kvichak Section Set Gillnet
- 324-11, Kvichak section west, NW Marker to Copenhagen Creek
- 324-12, Kvichak section west, Copenhagen Creek to SW marker
- 324-13, Kvichak section east, Graveyard to Libbyville

Naknek Section Set Gillnet
- 324-21, Naknek section, S. Naknek to Johnson Hill
- 324-22, Naknek section, N. Naknek to Pederson Pt.
- 324-26, Naknek River SHA (NRSHA) setnet gear